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Abstract. For each w E N we establish polynomials R,j j E N with (w + l)(w + 2)/z variables and 
deg R, j s 2 wj + 1 such that the coefficient vectors (ail j E N) of all polynomials CjUj(X - 7)’ which 
can be computed with G w additions/subtractions and arbitrarily many mult./div., are contained in 
the image of (R,+l,j 1 ’ E N). As a consequence we prove C& (n) 2 n/(8 Id(n) + 4) - 1 (this bound is 
sharp up to a constant factor), CgI (n) a idn/(ld(2n)) - 2 and C& (n) 2 h/(4 Id n). Hereby 
Chl (n), Ccl (n) and C& (n) are the maximal number of arithmetical operations, non-scalar 
operations and add./sub. respectively that are necessary to evaluate :z degree polynomials with O-l 
coefficients. We specify n-degree polynomials with algebraic oefficients that require n addi- 
tions/subtractions o matter how many mult./div. are used. 
1. Introduction and notation 
It is well known that the evaluation of a polynomial Cy=, a+’ with algebraically 
independent coefficients aj requires n/2 mult./div. and n add./sub. even if arbitrary 
constants can be used without cost. However, the polynomials that are of interest do 
not have algebraically independent coefficients. In order to prove lower bounds on 
the arithmetical complexity of more specific polynomials one needs more informa- 
tion on the structure of those polynomials that are easy to compute. A major step into 
such an analysis has been done by Strassen [131. Strassen gave specific represen- 
tations for those polynomials that can be computed with few arithmetical operations. 
This analysis has been carried on by Borodin and Cook [2], Hyafil and Van de Wiele 
[S] and Schnorr [ll]. 
In particular Schnorr [ 1 l] specified polynomials Q,,j in (w + l)* variables and 
deg Qw,j s 2 wi -t 1 such that the coefficient vectors (oj I,! s N) of all polynomials 
&j(x - q)’ which can be computed with G w nonscalar operations (and arbitramly 
many scalar operations) are contained in the image of (Q, E1.j 1 j E N). 
In this paper we introduce polynomials R,j in (w + l)( w + 2)/2 variables and 
deg R,.j G 2 wJ’ + 1 such that the coefficient vectors (Qj Ii E N) fof all polynomials 
1 
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xjai(x - 7 j’ wlhich can be computed with G w add./sub. (and arbitrarily many 
mult./div.) are contained in the image of (R w+l j i j E N). This representation which is 
established in Theorem 1, Section 2 uses iany ideas contained in the above 
mentioned pre:vious papers [2, 5, 131. 
Theorem 2 gives a representation for all those polynomials that can be computed 
with s w arithmetical operations in total. In Theorem 3 we establish the existence of 
a polynomial H E Q[ yo, . . . , yJ, H* 0 with small degree such that H(ao, . . . , a,) = 
0 for all ao, . *. , a,, where In j,oajX’ can be computed with given bounds for the 
number of add./sub. and for the total number of operations. This yields 
C&l (n)a n 
8 Id(n)+4 
-1 
where C&l (n) is the maximal number of arithmetical operations necessary to 
evaluate n-degree polynomials with 0 - 3 coefficients. This bound is sharp up to a 
constant factor, since Savage [lo] proved C&l (n) 6 O(n/ld n). This also implies 
1 ’ n 
Co”:1 (n) 2 - \I 4 Id(n)+1 
_2 
where C& (n) is the maximal number of nonscalar operations necessary to evalute 
n-degree polynomials with O-l coefficients. This improves previous bounds 
Czrl (n) 3 f2(n 1’4/ld n) by Lipton [6], C& (n) a 0(n’/3/ld(n)) by Hyafil and Van de 
Wiele [5] and C,“:, (n) 2 G/(4 Id n) by Schnorr [l 11. It also follows that 
where C& (n) is the maximal number of add./sub. necessary to evaluate n-degree 
polynomials with O-l coefficients. This improves a pr&ous bound C,‘,l (n) a 
Nn *‘3/1d(n)) in [S]. In Corollary 6 we show how to generalize a result of Lipton, 
Stockmeyer [7] on the existence of hard factors of easy polynomials. 
In Section 3 we specify n-degree polynomials with algebraic coefficients that 
require n add./sub. no matter how many mult./div. are used. Whereas the methods 
of Section 3 are elementary we should note that Heintz [4] has recently developed a 
more powerful and rather elegant method for proving lower bounds on polynomials 
with algebraic oefficients. I-Iowever, the method of Heintz requires some algebraic 
geometry. In Section 4 our main results are generalized to multivariate polynomials. 
Most of the results in this paper have been discovered independently by both 
authors, see Schnorr 1121 and Van de Wiele [ 141. In particular some alternative 
proofs can be found in [14]. 
In the following let K be any field that contains the field Q of rational numbers. Let 
x be a variable ever K. A computation is a sequence of computation steps 
Sii=l,..., 1 such that either 
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(2) Si=SioSk with j,k<iandoE{+, -,/,*}and&#Oifois/. 
Thus the Si are quolynomials, Si E K(x) and they are calleci the results of the 
computation. A step Si = Si 0 Sk is called nonsckv provided 0 is * and both Si, Sk are 
not in K or 0 is / and Sk B K. For p E K(x) let L+(p), L,,(p), LI( p), respectively, be the 
minimal number of add./sub., nonscalar steps, arithmetical operations in total, in 
any computation for p. We identify p E K(x) with its power series p = 
c TZO ai( v)(x - 11)’ provided q is not a pole of p. N denotes the set of natural numbers 
and 2 the set of integers. Throughout the paper subscript o means 0 E N; Id denotes 
the logarithm to base 2. 
2. The arithmetical complexity of O-1 polynomials 
Most polynomials that are of practical interest have small integer coefficients, 
whereas polynomials with algebraic independent coefficients do not occur at all. In 
this section we determine the maximal arithmetical complexity of n-degree poly- 
nomials wi?.h O-l coefficients: 
C~,*(n):=max(L,(~obix’)Ih,E1O, 1)). 
We prove 
C’,Jn)an/(8ld(n)+4)-1, 
whereas C’,,. (n) G O(n/ld(n)) is known from Savage [lo]. 
Theorem 1. There exist polynomials R,i E Q[r ,, . . . , z,J, r, j E N, m(r) = 
(r + l)(r + 2)/2 with deg R,j G 2rj + 1 such that for euery p E K(x) with L+(p) s w and 
for all but finitely many q E K there exists y E KrncW+l’ such that p = 
&OR w+~.jW(x - rl)’ 
Proof. Following [l] every computation fl for p with G w add./sub, can be 
transformed into a scheme (1) by collecting mult./div. steps and by normalizing 
add./sub. steps aR(x) + bS(x) as a/b + S(x)/R(x): 
Po=x, 
P, = cr + ‘z Pri.r forr=l,...,w, 
i=O 
p = Cw+l ifio PP-+l 
(1) 
With Ui,r E: Z, Cr E 
Let q E K be such that Pr(7)) # 0 for r = 0, I, . . . , w, then we can use the poly- 
nomials pr = P,/P,( q) instead of the PC by changing the c, appropriately. This yields a 
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scheme for p with new values cr as: 
&=X/?j=l+q-l(x-rl), 
j+ 1-&+& f$ @r forr=l,...,w, 
i=O 
(2) 
p = cw+l fro Pyi~~+~, with cw+l = p(q). 
i = 
We abbreviate y = q-l(x - q). By the Taylor series zz=,(:)y” = (1 + y)” for s E Z’ we 
have 
If cl, uoel are considered as variables, then the last expression can be written as 
l+ : R:,yC" with Rf,, = cl E Qk, ~0.11. 
p=l 
Then by induction on r we define the polynomials 
bY 
l+ 1 Rziy'= 
jP1 
l-cr+c,. '; (l+ C Rfy’)“.’ 
i=O j31 
(3) 
lin addition we set Rzo = cn then the construction implies 
p s C R*,+l,j(y*)q-‘(x - q)j 
j30 
where y* consists of the values cn ui,, which have been used in (2). The polynomials 
R,,i in Theorem 1 are obtained as R,j = R$r’ and y = (y*, q-l). Note that we obtain 
a definition by induction of the R,j by substituting z(x - q) iuh y in (3). 
The number of variables of the ps!yr iomiais R,j j = 0, 1, . . . counted as 
are r(r+ for i < v G r and r + 1 variables for 
Cl, l . . . c,, q-l. This yields a total of (r+ l)(r+2)/2 = HI(P) variables that are 
called zl,. . . , zmfr) in Theorem 1. In particular R W+ l,j, j = 0, 1, . . . depend on 
(w+2)(1~+3)/2=m(w+l)variables. 
Finally we prove by induction on r that deg R,j s 2rj + 1 which is clear for r = 1 
since 
Rl.i = R’F,izi y= cl fi E Q[Cl, Uo,l, z]. 
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For any power series P let degkP be the &gee of the polynomial which is the 
coefi?cient of y’. The induction hypothesis deg Ri,i G 2ij + 1 for i C r implies 
deg,( C &jY’)L <ma p+ i 
jll 
( 2ijv 
v=l I fl jv=k,jv~~ ., = I 
<p+2ik withfisk. 
G 2rk since i < r. 
Hence the definition (3) of the R,j implies 
deg R,j - C= 1 + max( C 2rk$ k, = j] s 1 + 2rj. 
V V 
Here + 1 counts the factor c, 
In the following we also use the above polynomials R zj with R,j = Rzjzj and we 
always denote m (r) := (r + l)(r + 2)/2 and m*(r) := m (r) - 1. In particular we have 
proved that for all p E K(x) with L+(p) s w and for all but finitely many 7 E K there 
exists y* E Km*(W+*’ such that 
An important point is that in representing p SCj ajx’ with L+(p) s w as p s 
& Rf+l,j(r*)11_j(x - 7)’ the parameters Ui,r in y* can be chosen integer and v can be 
chosen rational. It follows that the ‘2j for j E N depend algebraically on some 
parameters cl,. . . , cw+l. Hence tr(ao, . . . , a,& w + 1 which proves 
L+ 
( ) 
ZtZjX’ atr(ao,. . . , a,)-1. 
i 
Here tr(ao, . . . , a,) is the transcendence degree of Q(ao, . . . , a,) over 0. 
In fact the above parameter vector y* = (c,u,,IO<i<r~w+l)doesnotrange 
over the entire set Km*(W+l’ but over countably many (w + 1)-dimensional subsets 
which will be called (w + l)-fibres. With every pair 
(i, y) = ((il, . . . , k,-A (rl, . . . , ym-A) E N”- ‘x Q”-’ 
suchthat l~ilC***Ci,_I s m we can associate an I-fibre F(i, y) c: Km as 
F(i, y) := {(yl, . . . , y,)~ m~yiV=~vf~~~=l,=~.,m-~~~ 
Thus an I-fbre F c m is a fibre with respect o a projection pr: 
point y E Q”-’ : F = p?(y), dim(F) = 1. 
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Clearly the parameter vector y* in the representation 
p =C RZ+l,j y ( *)q-j(x - q)’ 
of all p with L+(p) G w ranges over countably many (w + 1).fibres of Km+(w? 
Moreover, we show that y* in this representation ranges over at most 16”w! 
(a + I)-fibres Fy provided that there is a computation p for p with G u add./sub. and 
G w operations in total. In fact each such computation fi: corresponds to some of 
these fibres FV. 
Theorem 2. Let a, w E N and nz = m*(w + I), then there exist (a + 1).fibres Fy c 
Km,u=l,..., 16”w!, such that for every p E K(x) which is computable with a’ 
add./sub. and n’ nonscalar steps a’ G a, a’ + ii s w the followiirrg holds : for all butfinitely 
many q E Q there exists y* E \ .J,Fv such that 
Proof. Every computation /3 for p with a’ s u add./sub. and fi nonscalar steps with 
a’ + fi s w, after collecting scalar mult./div. can be written as a recursion scheme (4) 
where the P,r=l,..., a’+ fi are precisely the results of the add./sub. and of the 
nonscalar mult./div. 
P 1, -1= Po=.u 
andforr=l,...,w 
I 
cPucr) + b&, with - 1 s o(r) < r(r) “< r, cm br E K, 
P a(r) ’ E(r) with 0 s a(r) s T(r) < r, 
Pr = 
PUWIPTW with 0 s c(r) s T(r) C r, (4) 
Pr(r)lP~(r) with 0 G u(r) s T(r) < r, 
p = bw+#w with bw+l E K. 
Each P, is obtained either by an add./sub. or a nonscalar multiplication or a 
nonscalar division. In the case of nonscalar division we distinguish two sutyases in 
order to enable the relation a(r)s T(r). Moreover it can easily be seen that the 
parameters T(r) can be chosen such that in addition they satisfy T(r) s T(r + 1). Since 
we already have Q(r) 5 T(r) this can always be achieved by a suitable reordering of 
the computation steps. 
Let q E Q be such that P,(q) # 0 for r = 1,. . . , w then we can change the 
parameters c,, br such that pr = P,lP,(77) is used instead of Pr and moreover 
(1 - G)P,(,) + ~4~~~) is normalized as (1 - c,) + c,P&P,(,,. This yields the following 
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recursion scheme for p with c, E K, Ui,r E 2: 
&=x/~=l+g-‘(x-q), 
F~=(l-~,)+c.~&+ forr=l,...,w, 
i=O 
p = Cw+l ifil &+I with cw+f =ph) 
It follows by comparison with the analogous cheme (2) that 
(5) 
~“CR~+~,i(y*)rl-‘(~-9)’ with~*=(c,u~,,)O~i<raw+l). 
i 
The values a(r), r(r) for 1 G I s w and the type of the operation that computes P, 
in (4) determine the value of the parameters ui,,O s i < r s w + 1 in (5). Moreover the 
locations of the a’ add./sub. in (4) determine 5 indices 1~ rl c r-2 < 9 l l < rd s w such 
that ci = 1 for ie (rl, . . . , rd, w + l}. Only c rl, . . . , c,, cw +I range freely over K. 
Hence for fixed values a(r), T(r) and fixed types of operations in the steps of (4), the 
corresponding parameter vectors y* range over some (a’ + l)-fibre FV c Km which 
can be embedded into an (a + 1).fibre Fy c Km. 
It remains to bound the number of these (a + I)-fibres. The number of choices for 
the parameters 0 s 7( 1) s ~(2) l l l G T(W) < w equals the number of choices for 
(it ,...,iw)ENWwithC~Sli~<w- 1. This can be seen by identifying r( 1) with il and 
T(r) - r(r - 1) with ir for r > 1. This latter number is (w+z-‘) =G 22w-1. For each r there 
are 4 choices for the type of the operation that yields Pr in (4). These are 4” choices in 
total. Given the type of the operation that yields P, there are r choices for a(r). These 
are w! choices for a(r) r = 1, . . . , w. In total there are s 16”w! choices for the 
parameters a(r), T(r) and the types of operations in (4). Hence this yields s 16”w! 
(a + 1)~fibres Fv which for each q E Q cover all possible parameter vectors y* E Mm 
in (5). 
Let PE Q[rl,. . . , Zm] and F(i, 7)~ Km be some I-fibre with i = (il,. o . , im-I), 
y = (r1,. l ’ 9 y,,,-1). Then by definition P( F(l,,,) is the polynomial obtained from P by 
fixing zi, to yV E Q for v = 1, . . . , m - 1. PIF~~,,,) is in Q[z,, . . . , zm] and depends on at 
most 1 variables. 
Observe that 
i fori<r, 
deg,,(R$)d 1 for i = r, 
0 fori>r 
can easily be seen by straightforward induction on r over the recursive definition (3) 
of the R$ Now let Fy be some (Q + 1).fibre as in Theorem 2. deg R’“w+l,il~, 
is the degree of R E+l,j with respect to a + 1 of the variabks cl,. . . , c,+l. This 
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deg RC+l,jlF,, s
j(a+l) forjal, 
(6) 
1 forj =O. 
Setting Rj := R$+l,jIFV where F, c Krn*(‘+l) is the (a + l)-fibre corresponding to a 
computation @ for p with G Q add./sub. and G w operations in total, then we have 
proved the following corollary which is the base of some interesting results due to 
Heintz [4]. 
CQrollary 1. Let p E K(x) with L+(p) s a then there exist Ri E l . . , z4+1] with 
deg Rj s j(a + 1) such thatforall butfinitely many q E K there exists 7E Ka+l such that 
P ‘Ciao Rj(y)q-‘(x - 7)‘. 
Lemma 1. Let PI, . . . , Pq E Q[z,, . . . , zm] and Fy c Km, v = 1, . . . . , k be 10fibres with 
deg PiIF, s c. Then 3H E Q[y*, . . . , y,], H+ 0 such that H(P1,. . . , P,Ju,,F~ E 0 and 
deg H s g, provided (“f”) > (“‘;‘?k. 
Proof. tit H = cil+...+i~~~il,...,i,Yll l l l y$ with unknowns AiI,._,b. The condition 
can be expressed by linear homogeneous equations in the Ai,,_,_&. For every I-fibre 
Fv = F( i, y) c Km, every monomial of degree sgc in the I variables {Zi 11 s i s 
m, ie {il, . . . , im-l }} yields a linear form which has to be annihilated by the AiI,_,,iQ. 
There are (gc;‘f) monomials of degree <gc in I variables. Thus we have (gc~‘)k linear 
forms in (“i”) variables AiI,___,iq which have a common non-trivial zero provided 
(“i”, > (gcT’)k. This non-trivial common zero yields the asserted H. 
Theorem 3. Let 0 c e s 1, n a 1, b 3 l/n. Then there exists HE Q[ ~0, l l l 9 ~“1, 
H+O, deg HG [n(2-s)‘E(8bn)b’“l such that H(ao, . . . , an)=0 for d P’zia@ixi 
which can be computed with s (1 - E )n - 1 add.lsub. and bn - 1 steps in total. 
Proof. We can assume w.r.o.g. than en, bn are integers, otherwise we can increase c 
and decrease b appropriately. This will only decrease the bound on deg H in 
Theorem 3 and this can be done without violating the condition b 3 l/n. We apply 
Theorem 2 to a = (1 - &)n - 1 and w = bn - 1, m = m*(w + 1). Then there exist 
(a++fibresF,cK”, v=l,..., 16”w! such that for every p E K(x) which can be 
computed with s a add./sub. and G w steps in total axld for all but finitely many 
q E Q there exists y* E U&, such that p ~Cj~oR$+l,~(Y*)~-‘(X - q)j. 
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By Lemma 1 there exists H E Q[ yo, . . . , y,J, H* 0 such 
H(R*,+l,o,. . .s R:+I n)lu~ . Y = 0 and deg H s g provided 
(g;;;‘)>(gc(l=al+l) 16”w! 
max deg R*,+&, s n(a + 1) 
j%in 
according to (6). Since a+l=(l-s)n we have gc+a+ls(l-E)n(gn+l) and 
since(l-&zcn-lwehave(l-&)n(gn+1)sgn2.Therefore 
g n+l art~_+-;f,! [gn2]“-““166n-1(bn - l)! 
implies (7). Hence 
g =“+’ a(n + f)ne”n2(*-~)n 166”-‘(bn - I)! (8) 
implies (7). We know that k! G k&/2”-’ l This can easily be proved by induction since 
kr ~ 
{ 
(k/2)!kk’2 if k is even, 
’ - [k/2J !kk-[k’21 /2, if k is odd and k 25. 
Therefore 
g ‘“+l 3 (n + l)n’2-“‘“2(8~n)b”-1 (9) 
implies (8) and therefore implies (7). 
We set g := [@(2+/e (t&z)““1 and we verify (9). Since bn 2 1, e G 1 it follows 
g * [n(86n)b’e] a [n8b’e] 2 n. Since 8n 2 2(n + 1) we have 
g ‘“+’ 3 gn’2-E)n(8bn)bn an n(2-e)n8(8bn)b”-1 2 (n + l)n’2-“‘“2(8~n)b”-‘. 
Altogethel we have established so far a nontrivial H E Q[ yo, . . . , yn] with the degree 
bound asserted in Theorem 3 such that the following holds: for all p as in Theorem 3 
with 
P~~a~jECCIIj(~)(X-_)j~CUj(r))*7)-j(X--7))j 
5 j j 
and for all but finitely many q E K we have H(ao(q)*, . . . , a,(q)*) = 0. From this we 
obtain for all but finitely many r) E Q a non-trivial Hq E Q[ yo, . . . , y,J such that 
K&a&&. . . 9 a,(q)) = 0 and deg Hq ddeg H. W.1.o.g. we can assume that the H7) 
are normalized such that the maximal absolute value of the coefficients is 1. Then 
there exists a limit point fi E {HIin 1 n E N} with fig 0. Since the ai are continuous 
in 77 it follows &a~, . m . , a,) = 0. Thus fi is the asserted H in Theorem 3. 
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I Corollary 2. For every e 
[n”“[B(l- E)n2](1--E)‘E] 
with lfn<I-&<I andalln~13ao,...,a,EN,OQai~ 
such that L,(C iaO dZjX”)a(l -&)tl. 
Proof, Apply Theorem 3 with b = 1 - g. Then for some H; Hf 0 with 
degHe [n (*-E)/‘[8(l _ E)n](l-e)/E ‘g = m’/‘[8(1_ e)n*](‘-‘)/‘] 
we have H(ao, . . . . a,) = 0 for all p = &ajx’ with L,(p) s (1 - e)n - 1. There exist 
a0, ‘.. 9 a,, E N, 0 G aj s [n ‘/‘[8(1 - e)n2](1-s)‘s] such that H(ao, . . . , a,) f 0. This 
implies Lt(xjaoajX j) > (1 - E)n - 1. 
Next we consider C&r (n) := max{L, (C,Zo bix’) 1 bi = 0, 1). 
Cordlary 3. C6.1 (n)an/(B ld(n)+4)- 1. 
Proof. ForaiEN,OGai<2”,i=O,l,...,nwehave 
. 
L, 
( ) 
i &Xi <(C&(n)+2)m 
i=O 
(10) 
which follows from Cy=, six’ =Crii 2” Cy=, ai,,,xi with ai =xrLt ai,V2y and ai,,, E 
(0, 1). We apply Corollary 2 to 8 = $ and n 2 2. Together with (10) this implies 
C’,,. (n) > n/(2 ld[n24n2]) - 2. Hence C’,,O (n) a n/(8 Id(n) +4) - 1 for n 9 2 and the 
assertion istrivial for n < 2. 
This lower bound on Ck,l (n) is sharp up to a constant factor, since there is an 
upper bound C&I (n) s O(n/ld(n)) which has been proved by Savage [lo]. 
We consider 
Co”:1 (n) := max(L.,(i% bixjibi=O, I] 
the maximal number of nonscalar operations tl)rt is necessary for evaluating nth 
degree polynomials with O-l coefficients. In [ 1 ‘i *,ve proved Cg,“l (n) * G/(4 Id n). 
This lower bound can still be improved by applying Corollary 3. Any computation for 
p with G w non-scalar steps can be transformed by collecting scalar steps into the 
following recursion scheme with U,i, v,i E K, cr E (0, 1): 
with&= ‘2 vr,ipi forr=l,..., w, 
i = - 1 
P = i kv+l.iPi with uw+l,i E(0, 1) for i 3 1. 
i = - 1 
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Now the total number of operations to compute p can be bounded as follows: we 
npef C,“p, r= w(w + 1)/2 scalar mult. and CE, r = w(w + 1)/2 add. to compute 
c iI-1 U,iPi fOf r= 1, . . l 9 w. The same number of operations i required to compute 
c 
r-1 
iD_l vJ?f for r = 1,2,. l . s w. In addition we have w nonscalar mult./div. and the 
computation of C,“__, uw+l ,ipi requires w + 2 scalar steps. This yields 2 w (w + 1) + 
2 w + 2 = 2( w + l)* operations in total. Hence 
Lr(p)c 2&&p)+ 1)2 for all p E K(x). l (11) 
It follows from Corollary 3 
c;,“l (n)a j/73-14.~-2 
Thus we have proved 
Corollary 4. Ccl a fh/(ld(2n)) - 2. 
We observe that Theorem 1 can be used to prove lower bounds on 
C&(n) :=m~(L+(~obiXi)~h=O. I}* 
Corollary 5. Vn~n0:C;f.l (n)&l(4ld n). 
The proof of this corollary is almost he same as the proof of the following 
Theorem (Schnorr [ 111). Vn 2 no : Cifl (n) 2 h/(4 Id n). 
The reason is that Theorem 1 of this paper is essentially the same as Theorem 1 in 
[ 11) however with L+ substituted for L,. me number (t + l)(r + 2)/2 of variables of 
the polynomials R,j j = 0, 1, . . . is even smaller than that of the corresponding 
polynomials Qr,j j I= 0, 1, . . . in [ 111 which is t* + 2r. The degree bounds for Qr,j and 
R,,j are the same. Therefore the proof for L, in [1 l] holds a fortiori for L+. 
We finally show that Theorem 3 can be used to generalize a result of Lipton, 
Stockmeyer [7] on the existence of hard factors of easy polynomials. Using their 
method and Theorem 3 we improve Theorem 3.1 and 3.4 in [7]. 
Corollary 6. Vp E K[x] with at least m distinct .roots 3f e K[x] with f ]p and 
(1) L,(f) 3 ml@ Wm)), 
(2) Lns(f)~l/m/(181d(m))-1. 
Proof. Since (1) and (11) imply (2) we only prove (1). Clearly (1) holds for m s 512, 
observe that 5 12/(9 Id 5 12) = 5 12/M 6 7 and every polynomial p requires at least 
[ld deg pl mult./div. Let m > 512 and suppose the contrary of (1) in Corollary 6. 
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Then Lt(j) < m/(9 Id(m)) for all f with flp. We apply Theorem 3 to 12 = [m/3.61 and 
b = l/(2.5 Id(n)), E = 1 - b. Then by Theorem 3 there exists H, Hf 0 with 
degHs [n (l+b)/(l-6) @b)b/(l-b)] 
such that H(ao, . . . , a,) = 0 for all f = Ciao six’ with L,(f) s bn - 1. Since 3.6 l 2.5 = 
9 we have bn ~m/(9 Id (m)) and therefore H(ao, . . . , 
Fact Hc2.Pn. 
proof. Weabbreviateb=b/(l-b)=&,,b”.Thenb=b+b&Weknow 
degHs [n “*“(8nb)‘l = [nn3’(8b)‘] = [nn3bn3b6(8b)6]. 
Since n2*5b =n “*‘(“) = 2 we have n3’ = 2? Hence 
deg H s [n26’s26”s(8b)~ < [n26’s(20b)T. 
For 3512 we have Id(n) 
degH~n26’s1.02~n2.45<2.5n 
since n 2 100. 
Let s:(y) ri= 1,. . . , n be the elementary symmetrical functions in y = 
(Yl, . . . , y,) defined by 
n 
C (X+yi)=X”+ i Six”-‘_ 
i=l i=l 
By the above properties of K we know that H(anS:( - t), . . . , a,&‘( - t), a,) = 0 for 
all an E K and all t that consists of n distinct roots of p. Choose a,, E K such that 
fi(X1 , . . . , xn) := H(a,xl, . . . , anxn, an) is non trivial and consider the polynomial 
G(y) := &S:(y) , . . . , Sr( y)) in y. We know that G( - t) = 0 for all t that consist of n 
distinct roots of p. Since deg H < 2.h we have deg,, G < 2% for all i. Hence 
n +deg,,G s 3% < m for all i. Since p has m distinct roots Lemma 2 below yields 
G = 0. This however is impossible since fig 0 and the Sy are algebraically indepen- 
dent. This contradiction proves the corollary. 
Lemma 2 (crompare with Lemma 3.3 [7]). Let GE K[ yl, . . . , y,,], TcK and 
G(tl, . . .y tn) := 0 for all pairwise distinct tl, . . . , tn E T. Then G E 0 provided n + 
deg,,G s # T for all i. 
Proof. By induction on n. The case n = 1 is trivial. Now let n > 1. If 
G(t, ~29.0. 9 yn) = 0 for all t E T, then G = 0 since n +deg,,G 6 # T implies 
d := deg ylG < # T and therefore G =Cf.,yiPi( y *, . . . , y,) has at most d distinct 
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roots provided G$O. If however G(t, ye, . ..,yn)fO for some ET then tke 
induction hypothesis applied to G(t, ~2, . . . , yn) and l;r - {t} yields G( t, ~2, . . . , y, ) = 
0. Hence G = 0. 
3. Polynomials that require n additions/subtractions 
In this section we specify polynomials with algebraic coefficients that require n 
additions/subtractions, no matter how many multiplications/divisions are used. 
Theorem 4. S~pposs~ L+(p) < b, p = zz, six’ E K(x) and let C s SIC 62, l l g , s(l s n: 
Then there exists HE Q[ ye, l . . , y,l, Hf 0 such that H(aa,, . . . 9 agq) = 0 and 
deg H G g provided (“d”) > (b(gi+l’). 
Proof. Suppose p can be computed with less than b add./sub. and s nonscalar steps, 
b + s 6 w. It follows from applying Theorem 2 with a = b - 1, m = m*( w + 1) that 
there exist b-fibres Fy c Km, v = 1, . . . , 16”w!, such that for all but finitely many 
q E Q there exists y* E UyFy such that p =&R~+l.i(r*)~-‘(x -q)! 
We consider RL+l,j := R*,+l,jlF,. S ince Fy is a b-fibre the polynomials R L+l,j j = 
091 ,.... depend on at most b variables and we know from (6) that deg RG+l,j s 
j(a + 1) = jb. Next we apply Lemma 1 to {PI, . . . f Ps) = {R L+l,sl, . . . , R L+I,s,}, I = b 
and k = 1. Hence for each v there exists H” E Q[ yl, . . . , y,], H”#O such that 
H’(K+M,, . . .v R;+l,s, ) = 0 and deg H” G g provided (“,‘“) > (“,‘“). Following (6) 
we have 
c=maxdegR~+~,+n(a+l)=nb. 
jsn 
Therefore (“i”) > (b(e:+l)) implies the existence of H”$O such that 
H“(K+M,~ . . l 9 C+I,~~ )= 0 and deg H” 6 g. Suppose 
p E&4$ PC Uj(7))*7j-'(X - 7))’ 
i i 
then we have H”(as,(q)*, . “. , ad4 (q)*) = 0 for all but finitely many q E K. As in the 
final section of the proof of Theorem 3 we conclude that there exists 6i E 
ary1, . . , y,], &$O with deg fi s deg H” such that &as,, . . . , as,) = 0. This a is 
the asserted H in Theorem 4. 
It is interesting that there is a strongly analogous theorem with respect to 
L&L*,(p) is the minimal number of mult./div. necessary to evaluate p): 
Theorem § (Schnorr [ll]). Suppose L,,(p) s v, p = c& six’ E K(x) and let 
l~&<&~ l l < 54 s n. Thezt there exists H E Q[ ~1, . l l , yq], H# 0 such that 
H(as ,, . . . , as,) = 0 and deg H s g provided (“d”) > (3”(~V+*‘)= 
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Let [K1 : KJ be the degree of K1 over K2. We shall use the following 
Lemma 3 (Strassen [ 131). Let 71, . . . , TV E K such that 
Vk : [Q(T~, l l l , ?k) : Q(TI, . . . , +1)] ag. 
Then there is no HE Q[ y 
0. 
~,...,yJ,HfOsuchthatdegH<gandH(~I,...,7q)= 
Vk : CQ(n1, . . ., 7gJ : Qh,, . . . 9 7g,_,)l~ (sn)‘. 
Then L+(C,"=, ?jX')aq- 1. 
Proof. Suppose L+(C,“=, ?ixi) c q - 1. Then by Theorem 4 there exists H E 
QCYI~ . . . , y4], H# 0 such that H(7g,, . . . , T~J = 0 and deg H G g provided 
(cl - l)kv + 1) (g;q)>( g-1 )* (12) 
Clearly g*/q! a[(q - l)(gn + l)]*-‘/(q - l)! implies (12). Since (q - l)(gn + 1) Sqgn 
it follows that gq aq[qgn]*-’ implies (12). Hence g Bq(gn)‘-’ implies (12). We can 
assume w.1.o.g. that 2 G q s n. It follows that there exists H E Q[ yl, . . . , yq], Hf 0, 
deg H < (qn)” such that H(T~,, . . . , 7g,) = 0. This however contradicts to Lemma 3 
since we assumed that 
[Q(n *, . . . 9 ~6,) : Qhl, . . . 9 n,_,)l~ (qn)‘. 
Corollary 7. L+(C;=, exp(2ni/2f’k’)xk) 2 n provided that Vk: 
f(k)N f(k)af(k-1)+2(n+l)ld(n+l), f(t-03 1. 
Proof. Set rk = exp(2ni /2f’k’). Then 
[Q(71, . . . , ?k) : Q(?l, n . . , ?k_1)] = 2f(k)-f(k-1’ 3 (n -b f)*(“+l) 
Hence Theorem 6 implies L+(C;=, T&xk) 2 n. 
Corollary 8. L+(C,“,, exp(2ni/2’)x’) 2 [n/(6 Id n)j 
Proof. We apply Theorem 4 to p = j$=, exp(2ni/2’)x’ and & = 3k lid nj for k = 
1 9***9 q :=: 2 [n/(6 Id n )I. Suppose p can be computed with < q/2 add./sab. Then by 
Theorem 4 there exists H E Q[ y 
and deg H s g provided 
1, . . . , yq,2], Hf 0 such that H(as,, . . . , as,J = 0 
<p,‘qH 
W2kw + 1) 
q/2 )* (13) 
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Obviously gq a ’ q. [(q/2)(gn + 1)3”/*/(g/2)! implies (13). It follows that gq’* 2 
qq’*[(q/2)(n + l)]“/* implies (13) and therefore g a q*(n + 1)/2 implies (13). Hence 
there exists H, H* 0 with deg H s q*(n + 1)/2 G n*(n + 1)/(3 Id n)* stlch that 
H(a8,, . . . s aaq,J = 0. On the other hand 
n3 
[Q(aG,, . . . , a&J : Q(as,, . . l , ag,_,)] 2 231’dnJ 2 2 
0 
. 
Therefore by Lemma 3 there does not exist Hf 0 with H(aa,, . . . , as,,,) = 0 and 
deg H < (n/2)‘. This yields a contradiction since we have n*(n + 1)/(3 Id n)* c (n/2)3 
for n a4. However the assertion is trivial for n < 4. Therefore L+(p) 3 q/2 > 
[n/(6 Id n% 
The Corollaries 7 and 8 correspond to Corollary 3 in Schnorr [l 11 where the 
following has been proved: 
(I) L*/ (C,“=, exp(2G/2f’k’)xk) 2 n/2 provided Vk: 
f(k)af(k-1)+2n ld(2n), f(k)EN f(O)3 1, 
(2) L*/ cc;=, exp(2=i/2k)xk) 3 [n/(12 Id n)J. 
Thus these polynomials require many add./sub. no matter how many mult./div. are 
used. They also require many mult./div. no matter how many add./sub. are used. 
We like to observe that recently Heintz [4] has found a surprising elegant method 
to prove n/Id n lower bounds on the arithmetical complexity of polynomials as 
c EC0 exp(2wi/2&)Xk and even Cz=, exp(2ni/k)xk. 
The method of Heintz is not elementary since it uses algebraic geometry, in 
particular Bezout’s theorem. However his method is more powerful and the cal- 
culations in his method are easy compared with our calculations. 
4. Multivariate polynomials 
The results of the previous sections can easily be extended to multivariate 
polynomials, say with variables x0, . . . , x&-l. We shall need a suitable geneI’alizatiOn 
of the quantifier ‘for all but finitely many p E K’ to higher dimensions. By definition 
‘for almost all r) E Kk:’ shall mean ‘3f E K[ro, . . . , f&_l], ff 0: vq E Kk with f(q) Z 0: 
We use the notations 8~ = (qo, . . . , qkel) E Kk and j = (io, , . . , j&-1) E Nk and we 
abbreviate 1ji := i0-t l l l l + jk_l, xi := nfzi xj, (x - a)’ := n:Zi (xi - vi)i’. Then 
Theorem 1 can be extended as follows: 
Theorem 1”. There exist polynomials R,J E Q[z,, . . . , ztr+& r E N, j E N“ with 
deg Rr,* s 2rljl+ 1 such that for every p E K(xo, . . . , xkvl) with L+(p) s w and for 
almost all q E Kk there exist yi E K such that 
p = Jo Rw+&l, . l . 9 ?‘lr+kj2)b -d 
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Comment. The proof of Theorem 1 can be extended in straightforward way. For 
instance the scheme (2) is translated as 
P-i =x’=l+?I;‘(Xi-7ji) fori=O,l,...,k-1, 
rli 
Pr=l-c,+cr - -Y,J forr=l,..., w, ‘n’ P 
i=-k+l 
* (2 ) 
v q = Cw+l 
fi j5p+1 
r=-k+l 
with u~,~ E 2 and.cr E K. Then 
pr=l+IF1 R~~(c,,u,,I-k+~~~~<~~r)(x-r))‘~* 
2 
and the Rzj are polynomials with rational coefficients in the variables c@, u,&. The 
polynomials R,, are defined as R,J := R fly'. R,j depends on at most (r + k)2 
variables c,, u,, with -k+ldCc<wsr and yo, . . . , yk-1. yj takes the value qf’ 
within Theorem 1”. Clearly deg R,] G 2rljl+ 1. 
The quantifier ‘for almost all q EK” in Theorem l* means ‘Vq EK’ with 
nrzlPJq) # 0’ where P, comes from the original scheme that corresponds to 
scheme (1). 
It should be clear now that Theorem 2 can be extended as 
Theorem 2”. Let a, w E Nand m = (w + k + 1)’ then there xist (a + l)-fibres F, c K”, 
v= 1 5**.9 16”w!, such that for every p E K(xo, . . . , xk-1) which is computable with is 
add./sub. and fi nonscalar steps, a’ e a, a’ + fi s w the following holds: for almost all 
q E Qk there exists y” E IJyFv such that 
p = ,izO R:+l.j(r”) 
(x-l# 
4 l 
Theorem 3*. Let 0 < E S 1, nsl, A=(g+k), bN/lS. Then 
QCY I,. . . , y,,], Hf 0, deg H s ~(~n’-‘(8bfi)b)1’El such that 
a := (ai/ 1 jl G n) such that & ap’can be computed with G (1 - &)A 
=S bn’ - 1 steps in total. 
there exists HE 
H(a)=0 for all 
- 1 add. fsub. and 
Sketch of the proof (see the proof of Theorem 3 for further details). W.1.o.g. assume 
that &ii, bfi are integers. There are fi = (;+k) multiindicesj E Nk with 111 G n. We apply 
Theorem 2* to a=(l-e)fi-1, w=b8-1, m=(w+k+l)2. Let FycKm, u= 
1 ,***9 16"~ !, be the (a + I)-fibres according to Theorem 2*. By Lemma 2 there 
exists H~Q[y,IIjlsn], H$O such that H(R~+l,,lljl~n)l”~“~O and degHdg 
provided 
(y)>(“,=“:‘> ld”w!. (7”) 
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as follows from (6). We have gc + a + 1 G (1 - ~)n’(gn +1) G gEn. Therefo+ 
g”a 
A! 
1(1 _ s)~l! [gnfi]‘1-‘)“l,6b”-1(bfi - l)! 
implies (7*). Since k ! s kk/2k-1 it follows that 
ge” 3 n’““(nn’)“-E’“2(8b~)b~-l 
implies (7”). Therefore and since ba 3 1 
g a [(&a1M8(8bfi)b)1’e] 
implies (7”) which proves Theorem 3*. 
Applying Theorem 3* to b = (1 -E) yields Corollary 2*, se&lso the Proof Of 
Corollary 2. 
Coro!Iaq2*.Letn81,n’=(n8k)and l/n’~l-&<I. Then 
Next we consider C&J (n, k) := max(L&I,, a& 1 a~ E {ol})* 
Corolky 3”. Ck.1 (n, k)afi/(6 ld(fi)+2 ld(n)+4)-1, fi :=(“t”). 
Proof. Apply Corollary 2* to 8 = 3 and use the analogue.o (lo). 
Theorem 4 applies to multivariate polynomials as folbws: 
Theorem 4% Suppose Ll(p) < b, p = &a,x’ E K(xo, . . . .x&-l) and kc ii E Nk, Ii’\ s n 
f or J=l,...,q. Then there exists HE Q[ yl, . . . , yJ, H#O such &at 
H(ajl, . . . , a,a) = 0 and deg H G g provided (“dq) > (b’tf”). 
Theorem 5 can be translated to multivariate poly~mials in the same way. Finally 
we translate Corollary 7. 
Corollary 7*. Let n’ = (“+kk) then L+&, exp(2ni/2’%’ 2 fi provided that fO’) E 
N -{0} for all j and 
min(lf(j)-f(j’)l:j#j’}a2(E+l)ld(ti+l). 
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